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Directions: 

1. Fold the 4 ¼” x 11” piece of Crumb Cake CS in half, with a bone folder, creating a 4 ¼” x 5 ½” card base.  Set aside for 

a moment. 

2. Stamp the car image onto a scrap piece of Whisper White CS, using Real Red Classic ink.  Clean the stamp. 

3. Stamp the car image onto a scrap piece of Whisper White CS, using Jet Black StazOn ink. 

4. Cut out the black car, leaving a narrow CS border, using paper snips. 

5. Cut out the red car except for the tires, as close to the image as possible, using paper snips. 

6. Stick the red car to the black car, aligning the edges, using Tombow Mono Multi Liquid Glue. 

7. Stamp the tire track image, three times, onto the 1 ½” x 5 ⅛” piece of Whisper White CS, aligning the edges, so that 

it extends across the CS, using Jet Black StazOn ink. 

8. Stamp the tire track image onto the 1 ½” x 5 ⅛” piece of Whisper White CS, on various angles, as shown in the above 

photo, using Jet Black StazOn ink. 

9. Stamp the greeting in the bottom right hand corner of the 3 ⅞” x 5 ⅛” piece of Real Red CS, using Jet Black StazOn 

ink. 

10. Center and stick the 3 ⅞” x 5 ⅛” piece of Real Red CS to the 4” x 5 ¼” piece of Basic Black CS, using double sided 

adhesive. 

11. Center and stick the matted 3 ⅞” x 5 ⅛” piece of Real Red CS to the card base, using double sided adhesive. 

12. Stick the 1 ½” x 5 ⅛” piece of Whisper White CS to the 1 ⅝” x 5 ⅛” piece of Basic Black CS, leaving equal borders on 

the top and bottom of the CS, using double sided adhesive. 

13. Stick the matted 1 ½” x 5 ⅛” piece of Whisper White CS to the card, leaving equal borders on the top and bottom of 

the CS, using Stampin’ Dimensionals. 

14. Center and stick the car to the card, using Stampin’ Dimensionals.  You’re done! 

Joy Ride 

 
Supplies: 

 Stamps: Rev Up The Fun (Stampin’ Up!) 

 Ink: Real Red Classic ink, Jet Black StazOn ink (Stampin’ Up!) 

 Paper: Crumb Cake CS, Basic Black CS, Real Red CS, Whisper 
White CS (Stampin’ Up!) 

 Accessories: bone folder, paper snips, Tombow Mono Multi 
Liquid Glue, SNAIL adhesive, Stampin’ Dimensionals 
(Stampin’ Up!) 

 

Dimensions: 

 Crumb Cake CS: a 4 ¼” x 11” piece 

 Basic Black CS: a 4” x 5 ¼” piece and a 1 ⅝” x 5 ⅛” piece 

 Real Red CS: a 3 ⅞” x 5 ⅛” piece 

 Whisper White CS: a 1 ½” x 5 ⅛” piece and a scrap piece 
 


